
Inspection of Tiny Tots Nursery 
School
Memorial Hall, Manor Rise, Bearsted, MAIDSTONE, Kent ME14 4DB

Inspection date: 7 February 2023

Overall effectiveness Good

The quality of education Good

Behaviour and attitudes Good

Personal development Good

Leadership and management Good

Overall effectiveness at previous 
inspection Good



What is it like to attend this early years setting?

The provision is good

Children and their parents are warmly welcomed at this very friendly setting. 
Children settle incredibly quickly, eager to explore the range of activities set up for 
them. Adults provide an attractive environment for children of all ages. Younger 
children especially enjoy settling down on an adult's lap for a story in the cosy book 
area. Children delight in joining in with rhymes and songs. They immediately 
respond when the bell is rung for circle time, joining in excitedly with the actions. 
Adults provide meaningful opportunities for children to develop their 
communication and language skills. They create a spider hunting area outside and 
provide children with new words such as 'tarantula' when talking about what they 
might find. 

Older children develop key skills to help them get ready for the next stage of their 
learning. They proudly share that they have written their names and adults 
celebrate their achievements with them. Children have very good relationships with 
each other. Younger children play exceptionally well, setting up the dinner table in 
the playhouse together. Older children become engrossed when playing with a 
small-world castle together, placing the different characters inside and sharing the 
pieces. Adults show genuine interest in children, demonstrating love and care and 
encouraging them. This develops children's growing confidence and self-esteem. 

What does the early years setting do well and what does it 
need to do better?

n Children demonstrate positive behaviours towards each other. For example, 
younger children save places for their friends at circle time. Older children listen 
and wait their turn during 'Tizzy Time'. This demonstrates their respect for each 
other and adults. Adults praise children regularly and this delights them. For 
example, children beamed when an adult exclaimed 'that is amazing!' about 
their model. 

n Parents are overwhelmingly positive about the progress their children have 
made in reading, writing, counting and confidence. They talk about the homely 
vibe of the setting; how flexible it is and how integral it is to the local 
community. They report that their children 'talk nonstop' about their experiences 
at the setting and that they 'adore' attending. They particularly reference the 
support they receive to help their children prepare for school. 

n Adults are good role models overall. They encourage and support children, 
building on their interests and ideas. For example, helping children to manage 
the paper when using scissors to cut. Adults provide a range of arts and crafts 
for children to develop their creative skills, and these are displayed throughout 
the setting. Children are keen to use the stampers and paint to make Valentines 
cards for their families. 

n Leaders and managers are passionate about young children's learning. They are 
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proud of their practice and proactive in seeking support to develop the provision 
even further. For example, accessing a range of training and initiatives to help 
young children learn best. They attend regular network meetings with local 
settings and schools to share practice. They use additional funding to purchase 
specialist equipment, such as a three-person bike to support children's physical 
skills outside. 

n Adults speak very highly of the support they receive from the manager and each 
other. They report that they feel like a 'family'. They talk of the regular 
opportunities to share ideas to develop their practice and provision. They report 
that, 'children are at the heart of what we do'. They are keen to develop their 
knowledge and skills even further, taking on additional training and qualifications 
to ensure they are continually providing the best that they can. 

n Children with special educational needs and/or disabilities are well supported. 
Adults provide a lending library for families, to support the sharing of books at 
home. They have undertaken 'Talk Boost' training to support children's language 
and communication skills and children are making good progress. 

n Adults provide an environment which celebrates children's individuality, for 
example children come in wearing different character costumes and this is 
celebrated by adults. However, adults do not currently make the most of 
opportunities to best support all children's understanding of other cultures and 
to gain a wider understanding of the world around them. 

n Children know the routines of the setting very well. They respond immediately to 
requests from adults and are provided with opportunities to support their own 
self care skills. For example, a water station and tissues are provided for children 
to have a drink and blow their own noses. However, at times, such as 
mealtimes, adults do things for children that they could do themselves such as 
pouring their own drinks, opening their own lunchboxes and cutting up their 
snacks. 

n Staff ratios are maintained and staff deployment means that staff working with 
younger children are on hand to interact and support learning. They have 
consistently high quality interactions with adults. However, due to the layout of 
the building and the desire to utilise all of the space available, the deployment of 
staff with older children means that at times, older children have less support 
from staff to consistently extend their play and learning.  

Safeguarding

The arrangements for safeguarding are effective.

The premises are secure and safe. Adults undertake daily safety sweeps of the 
indoor and outdoor environment to ensure risks and hazards are identified and 
minimised. Children are encouraged to keep themselves healthy and safe. For 
example, adults remind them where they should keep the ride-on toys in the 
indoor hall and they respond, "over there!" pointing to where they can play with 
them safely. Children are involved in regularly fire evacuation practices and staff 
ensure all visitors to the setting are signed in and accompanied. Adults have a 
secure understanding of the signs and symptoms of abuse. They know what they 
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would do if they were concerned about a colleague and where to access advice and 
support. Leaders and managers have ensured there is a robust collection procedure 
in place, reflecting on and strengthening this process to keep all children safe. 

What does the setting need to do to improve?

To further improve the quality of the early years provision, the provider 
should:

n reflect on the deployment of adults to provide more support for older children 
and for those preparing to go to school 

n enhance the sharing and celebration of children's home languages and cultures 
to widen all children's experiences. 

n strengthen opportunities for children to be more independent, encouraging 
children to consistently do things for themselves that they can. 
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Setting details
Unique reference number EY392554

Local authority Kent 

Inspection number 10263281

Type of provision Childcare on non-domestic premises

Registers Early Years Register

Day care type Sessional day care

Age range of children at time of 
inspection 2 to 5

Total number of places 33

Number of children on roll 66

Name of registered person Franklin, Amanda Jane

Registered person unique 
reference number RP905479

Telephone number 01622 736270

Date of previous inspection 26 April 2017

Information about this early years setting

Tiny Tots Nursery registered in 1989 and re-registered with the current owner in 
2009. It operates in Bearsted, near Maidstone, Kent. The nursery is open each 
weekday, from 9.15am to 3.15pm, during term time only. The nursery receives 
funding to provide free early education for children aged two, three and four years. 
The nursery employs 13 staff, of which 12 hold a relevant early years qualification. 

Information about this inspection

Inspector
Victoria Salisbury
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Inspection activities

n This was the first routine inspection the provider received since the COVID-19 
pandemic began. The inspector discussed the impact of the pandemic with the 
provider and has taken that into account in their evaluation of the provider. 

n The inspector viewed the provision and discussed the safety and suitability of 
the premises.

n The manager joined the inspector on a learning walk and talked to the inspector 
about their curriculum and what they want their children to learn. 

n The inspector talked to staff at appropriate times during the inspection and took 
account of their views.

n The inspector observed the quality of education being provided, indoors and 
outdoors, and assessed the impact that this was having on children's learning.

n The inspector carried out joint observations of group activities with the manager.
n The inspector spoke to several parents during the inspection and took account of 

their views.
n The inspector looked at relevant documentation and reviewed evidence of the 

suitability of staff working in the nursery.

We carried out this inspection under sections 49 and 50 of the Childcare Act 2006 
on the quality and standards of provision that is registered on the Early Years 
Register. The registered person must ensure that this provision complies with the 
statutory framework for children's learning, development and care, known as the 
early years foundation stage.

If you are not happy with the inspection or the report, you can complain to Ofsted.
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The Office for Standards in Education, Children's Services and Skills (Ofsted) 
regulates and inspects to achieve excellence in the care of children and young 
people, and in education and skills for learners of all ages. It regulates and 
inspects childcare and children's social care, and inspects the Children and Family 
Court Advisory and Support Service (Cafcass), schools, colleges, initial teacher 
training, further education and skills, adult and community learning, and education 
and training in prisons and other secure establishments. It assesses council 
children's services, and inspects services for looked after children, safeguarding 
and child protection.

If you would like a copy of this document in a different format, such as large print 
or Braille, please telephone 0300 123 1231, or email enquiries@ofsted.gov.uk.

You may reuse this information (not including logos) free of charge in any format 
or medium, under the terms of the Open Government Licence. To view this licence, 
visit www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/doc/open-government-licence/, write to the 
Information Policy Team, The National Archives, Kew, London TW9 4DU, or email: 
psi@nationalarchives.gsi.gov.uk

This publication is available at https://reports.ofsted.gov.uk/.

Interested in our work? You can subscribe to our monthly newsletter for more 
information and updates: http://eepurl.com/iTrDn.

Piccadilly Gate
Store Street
Manchester
M1 2WD

T: 0300 123 1231
Textphone: 0161 618 8524
E: enquiries@ofsted.gov.uk
W: www.gov.uk/ofsted

© Crown copyright 2023
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